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‘We are leading the advanced technology and 
provide limitless design’
We grant value to the advanced architecture.
GFRC and UHPC are new materials that provide better

functionality than conventional concrete. Also, it use the 
wasting resources to upcycling the products. UHPC can reduce 
the carbon emission and high valued materials that upgrade 
construction values and attract in the construction design field,
not in the engineering construction field only, also it is highly
valued materials for the objet produce.

With highly advanced technology, G.U global Korea Co., Ltd was
the first to pass the wind pressure and earthquake resistance 
standard for North America and Europe in Korea. 
Each panel can measure up to 10 m and over 
120 MPa strength with high quality. It can be 
mass-produced from the domestic factory and each
panel is researched for lower carbon emission and 
eco-friendly. 
We will do our best to create various designs for

commercial, medical, education, cultural, and 
gym architecture with the best quality.

Internal View

Factory View
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G.U Global Korea Co., Ltd will lead the market
by improving competency and developing core 
technology for eco-friendly products. 
Also, we expand our business area and strive for 
the corporation by developing our special 
method of production and as an Asia the largest 
scale of the corporation, we take the role of the 
leading in the market.

Canada Vancouver [Butterfly Project]

Internal View
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Product Introduction

GFRC is a glass fiber material that reinforced existing concrete P.C with 
alkali proof to improve flexural strength, impact resistance, and durability. 
This satisfies the design desire with a flexible shape, and it minimizes the 
field operators due to every production process being done from the 
factory. It is efficient material that reduces waste and construction time.

Test list Unit Performance Value Remark

Initial Compressive Strength
(7 days) MPa 40 ± 3MPa

Compressive Strength (28 days) MPa Over 60 ± 3MPa

Tension, Curve, Flexural Strength MPa 15 ± 3MPa

Absorption Rate 5%

Silica mm 96% Over 96% of 
SIO2

Shearing Force kgf 700

Glass Fiber Content % Under 5% Zirconia 16.5%

Freeze, Unfreeze No Issue Over 25 Times Test

Production process 
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UHPC is an ultra-high-performance concrete that improved its compression 
strength and tensile strength than normal concrete. It has a higher flexural 
strength with high density yet absorbs water 20 times less. It is easy to mold with 
high liquidity and reduce carbon emissions by using less rebar and concrete. It is 
eco-friendly, high demand and interest for the sculpture and objet. 

Test List Unit Performance Value Remark

Initial Compressive Strength 
(6 days) MPa 100 ± 3MPa

Compressive Strength (28 days) MPa 120 ~ 150 ± 3MPa

Tension, Curve, Flexural Strength MPa 20 ± 3MPa

Absorption Rate 3% ± 2%

Silica mm 96% SIO2 96%

Shearing Force kgf 700

Glass Fiber Content % 4 ~ 6% Zirconia 16.5%

Freeze, Unfreeze No issue Over 25 Times Test

UHPC (Ultra High-Performance Concrete)

Limestone gives warm and elegant feeling that is popular for the interior and 
exterior. The old limestone is a variety of sedimentary rock that is weaker and well 
polluted than granite and marble. G.U Global Korea Co., Ltd developed HPS to 
improve the old limestone and has high compressive strength and low absorption 
rate. This hardly deteriorates and has high durability and efficiency. Also, HPS can 
be created with various colors and designs with the production method.

Test List Unit Performance Value Remark

Initial Compressive Strength 
(7 days) MPa 60 ± 3MPa

Compressive Strength (14 days) MPa 70 ± 3MPa

Compressive Strength (28 days) MPa 80 ± 3MPa

Absorption Rate 5% ± under 2%

Silica mm 90% Over 96% of SIO2

Shearing Force kgf 2.2

HPS (High-Performance Stone)
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Location
- Head Office

- Korea Factory

46-50, Yangwol-ro, Geumseong-myeon, Jecheon-si,
Chungcheongbuk-do, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82)43-643-6637   Fax.+82)43-643-6640
E-mail. gu01909@naver.com

W911, 11, Dangsan-ro 41-gil, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 
Republic of Korea
Tel. +82)02-2138-6637   Fax. +82)02-2138-6641
E-mail. dzekorea@naver.com
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BUSINESS PORTFOLIO
GFRC & UHPC



This construction the Butterfly has 60 floors. 
Luxury residential tower in Canada, Vancouver. 
The splendid exterior added to the tall building to 
look magnificent, and it became a landmark in the 
local area. The exterior follows the organ pipe 
design, and it is historically meaningful. For the 
interior design, there are open gardens on each 
floor to interact community for the residents.

Design: Revery (Canada)
Material: GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete) 

- The Butterfly Project (Canada, 2021-2023)
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This project follows the USA eco-friendly certification, 
LEED GOLD step, and the panels are manufactured 
with ASTM (American Society For Testing and Materials) 
standard. We verified the quality perfectly by 
simulating the panels before these are delivered to the 
field to make sure there is no quality issue.
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Building Construction
- Shinsegae Department Store, Daejeon Shinsegae Art & Science (Korea, 2021)

Dajeon Shinsegae Art & Science is built on 
284,224m² site and the department store is 
built on 92,876m² which is completed in Aug 
2021. The podium is built on the basement 
3rd level and 9th floor. The entire building 
belongs to Shinsegae Department Store, and 
it is the largest department store in 
Chungcheong province.  

Material: GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete) 
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GFRC panel is used outside of the 43 floors tall 
building. The size and colors are produced 
identically with stable manufacturing process. 
This building is the first 5-star Marriot hotel in 
Daejeon city and comes with a complex multi-
cultural facility for the local area.

Material: GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete) 
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Located in Gangnam Yeoksam–dong, it is a 
general hospital with 200 rooms for patients and 
consists of ob-gyn, urology, and surgery with the 
clinic.

Material: GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete)

Building Construction
- Gangnam Cha Women's Hospital (Korea, 2018 - 2019)
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Panel manufactured systematically 
and subdivided into flat plate, curved 
plate, protruding plate, protruding 
curved plate, and corner protruding 
module. Overall, the color of the 
panels are ivory and finished with 
open joint method.
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- Sejong M Bridge (Korea 2019)

Designed by world-class architect Tom Mayne, 
this is the building that makes Sejong City stand 
out with its different and unique design. It is a 
building designed as a commercial complex with 
6 basement levels and 11 floors. It has a variety 
of shopping and business facilities and including 
a movie theater.
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It is a panel that is elaborately and carefully 
constructed so that each panel can express 
the planned design without missing its detail.

Design: Tom Mayne
Material: GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforcement Concrete)
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- Jeju Island Shinhwa Villas (Korea 2016)

Jeju Shinhwa Villas, where you can live 
in harmony with clean nature. Located 
in Seogwipo, Jeju. A large-scale villa 
complex with about a total area of 
61,000m² with 47 buildings, a premium 
luxury villa condominium. The panels 
material are consisted of 25T with 
abrasive texture, and it is composed of 
Corinthian columns, handrails, 
automatic stones, windows and eaves 
moldings.

Contractor: Hyundai E&C
Design: Samwoo Construction
Material: HPS (High Performance stone)
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The crafting panel that is lighter than 
natural limestone but has greater strength. 
We produce the best quality with 
sophisticated equipment and technology to 
express various designs and colors.
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-Jiujiang Culture And Art Center (China 2016) 

It is a culture and art center established as a multi-purpose, 
complex culture and art center located in Jiujiang City, with a 
total construction area of 16,691m². The architectural style 
is a design that highlights the value of the art center by 
showing the characteristics of the Middle East. The interior 
site is a 6,949m² multi-purpose hall that can accommodate 
1,169 people for the dance, symphony, and other general 
performances. In addition, the center can have small groups 
such as small-scale performances and academic briefings, 
which area size is 4361m². It is equipped with facilities such 
as offices and cultural exhibition halls.
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Culture and art center in jiujiang is in BALI lake. 
It is an eco-friendly non-linear shape structure 
using self-cleaning E-GFRC panels. The basic 
shape is a smooth curved, which shows the 
shape of the building well.

Material: GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforcement Concrete)
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Building Constructure
-Shandong Dongping Stadium (China 2013)

Dongping Stadium is about 77,000m², with 3 floors 
and 1 basement level.
Building height 32.8m length 132m, width236m, the 
roof is heterogeneous style.
It is a structure that spans about 80m with a steel 
structure.
Underground swimming pool, 3 parts including 
exhibition hall it has a total floor area 28,000m²
It can accommodate 3,600 spectators at the same 
time.
In addition, as an official stadium dedicated to 
various sports, it is a building that has excellent 
satisfaction with large-scale literary performances 
and can meet the demands of cultural, tourism, and 
sports business development.
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These panels are created by a three-dimensional 
steering system with a sophisticated combination 
of large U-shaped panels and steel frame trusses.

Material: GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforcement Concrete)
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Building Constructure
- Nanjing International Youth Culture Center (China, 2014)

The exterior design of the building is shaped like a spaceship yacht.
The architecture express, the youth rides the wind and waves 
toward the future.
It is a building that contains the journey ahead.

Design: Zaha Hadid
Material: GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforced Panel)
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Nanjing Youth Culture Center consists of 3 major areas.
The South Tower is a hotel and hotel-style apartment building, 
while the North Tower is a studio and youth conference hotel.
In addition, the 1917 seats Grand Theater, 462 seat Golden Music 
Hall, Commercial Plaza, and Youth Conference Hotel consist of 
717 guest rooms and 1,500 dining spaces in the public areas and 
outdoor platforms.
Other facilities include entertainment, gym, and spa services.
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Macy International Culture and Arts Center, it divided into three single-story buildings with a large 
theater, a multi-purpose small theater, and an art museum.
The Grand Theater has 1,800 seats and a building area of 48,116.09m².
It has 3 basement levels and 8 floors.
It can meet all the requirements for the use of various operas, dance dramas, musicals, and large 
symphonies.
The small theater has 500 seats and has 1 basement floor and 3 floors 
Designed to make quick space changes on the stage to satisfy various performances. 
The art hall is about 45,000m². It has 1 basement level and 4 floors with 9 exhibition halls.
It has space where you can organize and hold a variety of exhibitions.

Building Constructure
- Macy International Arts Center (China, 2013)
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Designed by architect Zaha Hadid, it is located at Macy Lake.
It is a reminiscent design of a beautiful flower that blooms.
To represent the complicated architecture shown, it consists 
of a total of 18,255 panels at 16.2m² per panel.

Design: Zaha Hadid
Material: GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforcement Panel)
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Built-in the middle of the city center, the opera house has 
a total area of 31,926.42m².
It is built on a scale of 5 basements and 5 floors.
Comes with a 1,200 seat opera hall and four orchestras, 
opera, chorus, and folk music.
It is a complex performance that combines music 
performance, music education, music creation, and 
international exchange, consisting of a venue and one 
professional academic reporting hall.
The Opera House encompasses a variety of genres, 
including symphonic music, musical, chamber music, 
dance, and theater, which are characteristic of opera.

The appearance of the building is shaped like the ship of 
the front that raised the anchor.
We are moving forward with a new form of artistic design.

Building Constructure
- Shanghai Opera Music Academy
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The color and material of the exterior walls are 
inspired by the brick glyph of the city center, and it is 
an architecture that harmony well with city.

Material: UHPC (Ultra High Performance Concrete)
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Yuhang Grand Theater has a total area of 83,000m²
It has 1 basement floor and six floors
1,200 seats in the grand theater, 500 seats in the 
small theater, and an exhibition center.
The Great Theater is about 25,000m² in size and it is 
designed to adapt the stage according to your needs.
Design change can be done fast and satisfy a variety 
of functions such as acrobatics, theater, piano solo, 
and small-medium costume exhibition performances.
The small theater stage is an open design so that 
you can communicate with the audience while 
performing.

Building Constructure
- Hangzhou Yuhang Grand Theater
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The facade of the opera represents the ice cracks of 
a frozen lake. It expresses the unique ice crack shape, 
and the panel produced through elaborate and 
detailed work 

Design: Henning Larsen (Holland)
Material: UHPC (Ultra High Performance Concrete)
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The length of one panel reaches 18m, with a 
different design.
Streamlined curved panels can be connected.
Forms of sharp angles, smooth and beautiful 
curves.
The panel is designed to express the 
architectural effect.

Design: Zaha Hadid
Material: GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforcement 
Panel)

Building Constructure
- INCHUAN Museum Of Art (China, 2015)
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Total building area of 15,000m² in Northwest China.
The museum is in the city of Inchuan, the largest 
exclusive chain of art.
It is a non-profit public art museum that designed a 

space where you can learn modern culture globally. It is 
open to the public with a global perspective.
Through various cultural exchanges, we intend to bring 
change in the cultural landscape of the city and strive to 
provide access to world art all over the world.
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It is an objet made of UHPC, an ultra-high-
performance concrete. The 2.5cm thick panel is small 
in weight and volume, making it easy to install and 
dismantle. 
To reduce carbon emissions from the on-site, all 
components are made in the factory and installed 
directly on-site.

Design: Studio HEECH
Material: UHPC (Ultra High Performance Concrete)

Objet
- Seoul Urban Pinball Machine Project (Korea, 2021)
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The <Seoul Urban Pinball Machine> project is a new public 
space, playground, shelter, and public furniture landscape that 
was visually and physically expressed. It provides a special 
experience to citizens with a 10m x 20m outdoor pinball 
machine which is made of eco-friendly material.
The citizens can enjoy pinball games outdoor and take a walk 
and rest from this landscape.
This project is made of recycled concrete, bioplastic which are 
upcycling materials hence it represents the recovery that we 
need after the pandemic. This is a trial that how we should 
treat the world after pandemic and this place is used for sharing 
the pride of the city community.
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Building Constructure
- Hangzhou Yuhang Grand Theater

Sculpture
National Memorial of the Korean Provisional Government
(Korea, 2021)

This sculpture was installed in the symbolic square 
at the National Memorial of the Korean Provisional 
Government.
This represents the Korean flag that contains the 
meaning of “Return of the Korean Provisional 
Government”, and it is a special re-examining 
exhibition. This sculpture used the flexible material 
shape to describe the Korean national flag 
beautifully and meaningful for Koreans.
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-Jeju Siena (Korea 2021~) 

The Siena resort has area of 20,000 m² site that consists of 
basement levels 2 and 3 floors. There are a total of 88 villa-
type rooms and 6 pool villa types. This architecture was 
designed to see the Jeju island magnificent landscape and give 
European posh culture and exotic experience to customers 
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